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Abstract 1
Although, a ubiquitous number of articles has arisen recently debating the validity of the
so-called "Ca pitalist Peace," there has been little exploration of the theory from an ancient
historical perspective, primarily due to the lack of trade data between countries or city-states. As
the primordial birthplace of trade and democracy , there is perhaps no better example than ancient
Greece to shed insight into the possible validity of the capitalist peace theory. Utilizing new
research involving trade in ancient Greece , this paper seeks to explore the relative validity of the
"Capitalist Peace " in ancient Greece by conducting a qualitative analysis of selected trade
relationships during the important years of Athenian dominance in the Aegean, namely , 445 BCE
to 400 BCE. Trade in key agricultural imports , such as wheat , livestock and other goods, is
viewed as a primary indicator of Athenian economic interdependence with other Greek city
states given their assumed necessity to Athenian survival. In addition to these goods, the
exportation of relatively less essential agricultural as well as cultural goods and commodities is
used to support and illustrate relatively deeper trade ties between Athens and other city states.
This research finds that violations to both the democratic and capitalist peace theories indicate
the need for further research and consideration of other factors that might better explain the
existence or absence of conflict between states.
Introduction
There is a great debate between the effectiveness of the Democratic Peace Theory versus
the "Ca pitalist Peace Theory."

2

The modern adaptation of the first theory states simply that two

Democratic nations will not engage in conflict with one another (conflict is frequently defined as
200 or more people killed). The Capitalist Peace theory, however , is defined as the existence of
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trade interdependence between two nations , as well as a special provision that there must also be
"com mon interstate interests " and " market integration ," which leads to peace and conflict
prevention between those nations where trade interdependence exists. 3 The main point of
contention does not revolve, somewhat ironically , around which one works more effectively as a
tool of predictability and analysis, however. Instead the debate centers around the idea that open
trade , with widespread interdependence , is in fact much easier to install in regimes of all types
and sorts around the globe, and thus , through the Capitalist Peace theory , hope to achieve a
global adoption of peace through trade. As globalization has continued to open borders and
ignite the importance of trade-interdependence

around the world , it is critical to analyze the

effectiveness of the Capitalist Peace theory in predicting peace following interdependence of
trade and "common state inter ests." Though ancient, the Classical Age in the Eastern
Mediterranean (510-323 BCE) provides a perfect place for testing this theory. Due to the poor
natural soil quality of much of Greece , Athens and many other city-states were required to trade
with other polities in the area in order to survive. Such trade led to direct interdependence for
goods around the Eastern Mediterranean and the Black Sea. As such , it makes for a perfect time
period and geographic area of analysis for the Capitalist Peace theory 's predictive power.

Literature Review
With a growing debate about the effectiveness of trade relationships as prevention for
war, this paper seeks to analyze possible historical antecedents of what is now termed "the

3

Gartzke , Erik. "The Capitalist Peace." American Journal of Political Science. 51. no. I (2007): 166. http: //
\\w11·.jstor.org /stablc/41229 I 3 (accessed February 14, 2013) .

Capita list Peace. "4 The term was first used by Erich Weede in his expla nat ion of globa lization's
effect on creative destruction and the possibilities for increased globa l libera lism via capitalistic
trade systems. 5 ln 2005, Erik Gartzke wrote a commentary that was later published in the
Windsor Star of Ontario, Canada . His theory is simple: in order to guarantee world peace,
especially in an area of growing globalization and trade , developed and undeveloped nations
alike must liberalize trade in a way that can enrich the poorer countries and instate a new sense
of peace hitherto unknown to the developed world. 6
The Capitalist Peace was later described by Gartzke as "liberal peace based on capitalism
and common interstate interests. " Common interstate interests are defined more clearly as
"economic development , capital market integration, and the compatibility of foreign policy
preferences ."7 Gartzke concludes by arguing for the necessity of further research to provide or
refute his theory. In a torrent responses , article after article sought some way to fill this gap . For
example , in Cho i's revision of Gartzke 's model , Choi argues that democratic reform and political
liberalism , and not capitalism or economic interdependence , was a better determinant of peace
between nations. He does this by reexaming Gartzke 's model. Choi notes that Gartke's model

4
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(taken directly from Oneal and Russet--see footnote) suffered from "misspecification,
observation omission, sample selection bias , and measurement error. " After making necessary
corrections, Choi's model indicates that the Democratic peace is a much more effective predictor
of peace than the Capitalist Peace was. Meanwhile Gartzke and Hewitt countered back that that
it was Capitalism , not Democratic reform that was the main creator of peace. This was done by
adding information from the Interstate Crisis Behavior (ICB) dataset and reevaluating alongside
other variables such as "eco nomic freedom " and development.

8

Utilizing a historical approach, Spencer Weart, the recent director of the Center for
History of Physics and the American Institute of Physics penned his controversial work Never at
War: Why Democracies Will Not Fight One Another. In his book , Weart uses ancient Greece as
a proving ground for the Democratic Peace theory. 9 Weart's analysis is very closely tied in
ideology with Gartzke 's, and while it finds itself approaching the matter from a democratic peace
perspective , political liberalism , or formulations of democratic governments, seems to be Weart 's
main purpose of exploration. Not long after its publication, however , Eric Robinson , a Harvard
Professor from the Department of History and the Department of Classics, gave a brief response
to the article, stating simply that Weart 's conclusion was flawed since A then 's war on Syracuse
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was a prime counterexample to Weart's thesis.

10

This insight was primarily due to new research

showing Syracuse to have been democratic (as was Athens) from 466 to at least 412 BCE. 11
Further research , analyzing the period from 1885 to 2000 found that historical
antecedents, recurring conflict , dyadic trade , and imposed settlements versus negotiated or failed
settlements play a large role in long-standing peaceful relationships between nations . In their
article on recurring conflict and the influen ce and predictability of the Capitalist Peace , Peterson
and Quakenbush in 20 IO conclude by suggesting that while this is an interesting body of
literature to realists and liberals , it is also of great importance to all states. This because the
future of globalization and continued peace often rest on the shoulders of perceived factors of
peace precipitation . This research is especially important due to its implications for states that
have previously been to war and share cultural dissimilarities and other tensions.

12

In a similar

response , also in 2010 , Mou ssea u conjectures that the capitalist peace must supplant the
democrat ic peace theory for two reasons : one , it is more influential in the precipitation of peace
negotiations and peace-maintenance , and two , it is a better tool of international policy creation.
He also argued that Gartzke's model , Weede 's historical analysis , and McDonald's governmental
size model (from Patrick McDonald 's paper "The Invisible Hand of Peace : Capitalism, the War
Machine , and International Relations Theory ," uses the size of bureaucracy and other similar
factors to chart the size of government and economic openness in similar fashion to Gartzke) are

10

Robinson , Eric "Respon se to Spencer Weart," Journal of Peace Research, 38, no. 5 (2001 ): 615-617 , http://
ww\\ ·.jstor.org/stablc/424 779 (accessed February 16, 2013).
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insufficient at truly analyzing the capabilities of the capitalist peace and that further research
must be conducted combining Gartke's capital openness variable, McDonald's governmental size
variable, as well as Mousseau 's own variable focused on " regulation, redistribution, and
[government] spending to create full employment economies."
explanation of "Peace Economics"--another

13 Polachek

, in a parallel

term for the Capitalist Peace theory--notes that

"Coo peration occurs when parties work together to protect gains from trade ," and "conflict
occurs when gains from trade are not as high as one party deems possible or when parties fight
over economic rents. " 14 While not directly researching about interdependence , it is clear that
Polachek's research analyzes a very important part of trade and perceptions of states towards
their trading partners .
In the spirit of this argument, and many others that surround the Democratic and
Ca pitalist Peace theories , this paper seeks to qualify each theory , utilizing specific references to
the time period surrounding Syracusan and Athenian Democracy , 480 - 360 BCE. While the
majority of the examples will be contained within the Peloponnesian war and its antecedents
from 435 - 405 BCE , other information revolving around length of trading relationships , cultural

McDonald , Patrick J. The Invisible /-land of Peace: Capitalism , the War Machin e, and International Relations
Theory. New York : Cambridge University Pre ss, 2009.
Mousseau , Michel. "Coming to Terms with the Capitalist Peace ." Internation al Interactions. 36. (20 I 0): I 85- 213 .
I 0.1080 /03050621003785074 (accessed February 18, 2013).
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exchange and other historical events and their consequences will be explored during this time
period. Athens is also selected as the primary reference point due to the large number of existing
primary and secondary ancient sources that remain accessible today about the state's trade ,
cultural and political relationships.

It is also chosen for the purpose of simplifying the research

model, since it is a prime example of a democratic nation-state that heavily relied on foreign
goods and liberal trade to create wealth , but also to acquire adequate rations of grain for the
citizens to survive.

Explanation of History
While the literature contends almost every issue surrounding the capitalist and democratic
peace models , it does outline a debate that was a central theme in ancient Athens during the 5th
century BCE. As the premier naval and sea-trade capital of the central Mediterranean , Athens
had poised itself as a hegemonic power around the Aegean . In the aftermath of the Persian Wars,
leaders like Themistocles , had led Athens and Sparta in a united front against the most powerful
empire in the Western world. In the wake of such a victory, however, Sparta showed its true
autocratic nature and recalled their foreign ambassador , general and regent, Pausanias after he
started dressing like a Mede.

15

They then closed off their doors to the outside world, focused on

their relationships with their allies on the Peloponnese and tacitly told the Athenians , the sea
colonies, Greek Anatolia , and the rest of Hellenica that fighting Persia was up to them.

16

Following Sparta 's reclusion, Miltiades , the most prominent leader in Athens of his day ,
led creation of the Delian League , a formal treatise hosted by the holy island of Delos where gold

15

Thucydides , trans. Richard Crawley. The Peloponnesian War. New York: Free Press: A Division of Simon &
Schuster , Inc., 2008 , 1.94-1.134 .

16

Sarah B Pomeroy , Stanley M Burstein , Walter Donlan , and Jennifer Tolbert Roberts , A Brief History of Ancient
Greece 2nd ed, New York: Oxford University Press , 2009, chap. 5-6.

and silver would be required of all member nations and protected by all ofthem.

17

What started

off as a multilateral trade and military protection treatise ended up as one of the most powerful
empires in the western world. The Athenian Empire had been born.

Cimon, Miltiades son

became the most successful general and admiral in the Eastern Mediterranean subdued the most
prominent Persian threats to Hellenistic civilization.

Corinth and Megara, however, were most

unimpressed with Athens' growing power and wealth, and as sister cities of trade, the two
Peloponnesian allies banded together, set up trade embargoes against Athens , her most prominent
allies and concentrated their efforts on subduing their rebellious colonies like Corcyra.

18

It was

at this moment that tensions rose , Athens felt threatened , and under the leadership of Pericles,
Athens moved the treasury from Delos to its own Acropolis, attempted to assist Egypt in
rebellion , continued to compound the power of her allies, and prepared for conflict with the
opposing Peloponnesian cities . Within a few years , war broke out between the Peloponnesian
League and the Athenian Empire in 43 I BCE.

19

By 422 , suffering great losses in battle and

economically , the preeminent statesman of Athens, Nicias settled a peace accord with Sparta
cal Iing for the cessation of hostilities.

20

Within seven years , Athens was again ready for war and manned the largest fleet known
against the distant island of Sicily. The objective was to subdue the island ' s greatest democratic

17

Thucydides , trans. Richard Crawley. The Pe/oponn esian War. New York: Free Press : A Division of Simon &
Schuster , Inc. , 2008 , 1.98-1.100.

18

Ibid. 1.24-1.49.

19

Ibid. 2.1.

20

Sarah B Pomeroy, Stanley M Burstein , Walter Donlan , and Jennifer Tolbert Roberts , A Brief History of Ancient
Greece 2nd ed, New York: Oxford University Press , 2009 , chap. 7.
Ibid. 5.15-17 , articles of the treaty listed: 5.18.

power, Syracuse , by allying with several of the other city-states on the island. 21 It is estimated
that around 80,000 Athenian sailors and soldiers set out for the grain rich island and met with
total and utter defeat. 22 Here the war took a turn for the worse for Athens, who was unable to
recover from her losses and in a slow death , was finally defeated in 404 when with a fleet
acquired through treaty with the Persians , the Peloponnesian league blocked the Hellespont,
cutting off Athens from her reliance on grain from the Black Sea and the Athenians, starved and
beleaguered, surrendered to their Oligarchic enemies.

23

Methodology
In order to investigate the possible frustration of the Capitalist Peace Theory , several
variables have been selected to detail the relationships between nations at the time. The data was
collected from primary and secondary sources , as well as other modern reviews of such sources.
One major source, is Thucydides ' magnum opus, The Peloponnesian War. Many other works of
this period followed similar patterns of Thucydides , such as Xenophon 's Hellenica .
Demosthenes ' Orations , and Herodotus , by mixing their own primary account of events with
information gleaned from their friends , enemies , merchants and other associates. Other sources
rely on archaeology , which in Ancient Greece frequently overlays primary and secondary written
accounts with physical goods. As trade in ancient times was recorded in much different terms
than it is recorded today , direct comparisons to modern trade literature and data is impractical.
Consequently , an analysis of different types of traded goods , the level of perceived need for such

21

Ibid . 6.1-6.32.

22

Ibid. 7.1-7.87.

23

Sarah B Pomeroy , Stanley M Bur stein , Walter Donlan , and Jenni fer Tolbert Roberts , A Brief History of Ancient
Greece 2nd ed, New York: Oxford University Press , 2009 , chap. 8.
Richard Crawley , and ed . Rob ert B Strassler . The Landmark Thucydid es. New York: Free Pres s: A Division of
Simon & Schu ster, Inc. , 2008 , 549 .

goods , how frequently such goods were traded , and at what level that trade existed in contrast to
other states buying or supplying similar goods will be the primary focus of the methodology in
this paper. All bilateral trade relationships will be analyzed with Athens as the primary nation
under review. Other nations will be reviewed solely with respect to their relationships with
Athens. The Dependent Variable will be the existence /absence of conflict, while the independent
variables will be the existence /absence of economic exchange and the existence /absence of
cultural exchange. These variables are explained as follows:

Conflict
Conflict is defined in this paper as the existence of a known attack between two or more
nations in which 200 individuals or more are killed as a part of that conflict.

24

Conflicts can last

for years, or for a few hours. Because the purpose is to analyze the effectiveness of
interdependence of trade in maintaining peace between nations , it is not necessary to account for
recurrence of conflict , nor the duration of it. It should be noted , that it is possible that several
nations may have become involved in conflict with Athens , but due to imperfections in the
historical record , an absence of a primary or secondary source recording of such an event cannot
be taken into account. Therefore , only if there has been a written record still in existence will
conflict be determined as existing between Athens and another polity.

Economic Exchange
While there are many claims about specific trade content or levels , this paper seeks only
to establish that economic exchange occurred if there is a written record of any instance of
protracted (two or more years) physical commodities exchange .. Should conflict occur , in order
24

It is defined this way in conn ected literature :
Weart , Spencer , Never at War: Why Democracies Will Not Fight One Anoth er, New Haven , CT: Yale University ,
1998.

for Economic Exchange to be considered still viable, there must still be extant trade of legal ,
physical goods between those two nations .
Due to Athens survivaldependence on outside sources of grain, the largest focus of
commercial trade will be on grain trade itself. 25 In relation to that trade , other related
commodities , such as olive oil , wine, herbs , animal products , ships, and pottery were often part
of such trade deals , as they were some of the primary commercial goods of export in classical
Athens. 26 Thus , the commercial goods of focus will be both agricultural--in terms of import for
Athens ; and manufactured--in terms of export from Athens. There will, however , also be
provisions for certain trade embargoes, just as were had by Sparta, Megara and Corinth on
Athens , as well as embargoes created by Athens towards Peloponnesian League members after
conflict with their allies had already begun .

Cultural Exchange and its Operationalization in this Study
While much more difficult to analyze than direct trade of physical goods , cultural
exchange plays an integral role in understanding common state interests which is another
measure of trade interdependence . As such , the variable of cultural ties or exchange will be
determined by several factors including intellectual , heri tage , lingual and religious exchanges.
Should multiple factors be known to be exchanged in the written record through primary and
secondary sources, a nation will be determined to have cultural exchange with Athens.

25

Demosthenes. On the Crown, trans. Charles R. Kennedy. New York : Funk and Wagnalls Company , 1906. http ://
www.barLleb,.com /268 / l/ 18.html (accessed March 5, 2013).
Xenophon. Hel/enica, trans. Carleton L. Brownson. Cambridge , MA: Harvard University Press, 1921. http ://
\\11w.pcrseus.tu1ts.edu / hoppcr /tex t?doc=Per se us:tc:xt: 1999.0 I .0206:book =6:chapter = I :sec tion = 11 (accessed
March 5, 2013).

26

Gaidos , Susan . "Jar s of plenty." Science News. no . Dec (2011): 26-27. http: //www. sc iencenews.org /view /featur e/
id/336 620 /de scription /.lars of Plent y (accessed March 5, 2013).
This recent study found that in nine amphorae forensically studied , eight contained remain s of juniper , six contained
olive remain s, and five contained grape remain s.

Int ellectual Exchange
Intellectual exchange is defined as the exchange of ancient " intellectual property " (i.e.
philosophies , plays , rhetoric , training , schooling, etc.) and occurred through many ways and
means , involving traveling drama troops and actors, philosophers , sophists, and their students.

27

These individuals not only brought themselves with their experiences back to their home country,
but they also solicited fees (in the case of actors and sophists) for their work , as well as exchange
of intellectual capital. One famous work by Plato outlines Socrates ' debate with a famous
sophist and rhetorician from the island of Sicily, Gorgias.

28

One of Aeschylus' award winning

plays , " Women of Aetna, " was written while abroad in Syracuse producing other play s.29 He
later died in Gela , Sicily. 30

Sim ilarities/Differences in Heritag e
Euripide s wrote a play nam ed " Ion" that is argued to have been performed ca. 412 BCE. 3 1
The Peloponnesian War had just taken a sharp turn for the worse. Athens and their allies had lost

27

Actors , Directors and Other Dram atic Trave lers:
Brocke tt, Oscar Gross ( 1968) . Histo,y of the Theatre. Boston: All y n & Bacon. pp. 18- 26 .
Philo soph ers and their student s
"A ristotle." Encyclopcedia Britannica . Encyclopcedia Brilannica Online Academ ic Edition. Encyclopa:di a Britanni ca
Inc., (20 13). http :// www .britannica.com / EBcheckcd /top ic/34560 / Aristotle (accesse d March 5. 20 13).
Sop hists:
Darnen , Mark. "Chapt er 5: The C lass ica l Age of Greece."C/assica / Drama and Society. (2012). http :// www. usu.ed u/
markd amcn/C las Dram /chapters /051 clas2.k.htm (accessed March 5, 2013).
28

Plato. Gorgias, trans. WR.M. Lamb . Ca mbrid ge, MA: Harv ard Unive rsity Press, 1967. http: //
11ww.perseus.tufts.cdu /hopper/tex t?doc =plat. gorg. 447a (accessed March 5, 2013) .

29

Somm erstei n, Alan . Aeschy /ean Tragedy. Second edition.. London: Duckworth , 20 I 0.

30

Merriam-Webster Dictionary , "Aeschylus." Last modified 2013 . Accessed March 5, 2013 . http :// www.merr iamwebster.com /dicti onar v /aesch v Ius.

31

Martin , Gunther . "On the Dat e of Euripid es Ion." Classical Quarterly (New Series). 60.2 (2010): 647-651. Web. 28
Nov. 2012. http ://joumal s.ca mbrid ge.o rg/actio n/di sp lav Abstrac t?from Pag e=on Iinc&aid =7925229 (accessed
April 5, 2013).

massive numbers--estimated

around 70 ,000 men--at the " Potemkin fleet " at Syracuse.

32

The

Delian League , and thus the Athenian Empire had been shaken. The hope of victory over Sparta
for Athens seemed hopeless . At this crucial conjuncture, Euripides, the much decorated
playwright , provided a play that was intended--as argued by many scholars--to reunite the
Ionians and Achaeans in their fight against the Dorians (Overlay Maps 1 and 3; Athens and her
allies were mainly composed of individuals claiming lonian and Achaean heritage , while Sparta
and her allies were predominantly Dorian). 33 This one play is just one small representation of the
great cultural division that existed between the Dorian polities and the lonian polities .34
Besides this division , many of the other areas involved in this research (i.e. the Thracian
C halkidike , Euxine Pontus, Cyp rus , Greece, Phoenicia, and Persia) had varying levels of
cultural/intellectual

interchan ge with the Greeks (See Map 2). However, comments by

contemporaries like Euripides see m to reflect Athena's final comments at the end of the play
where the Athenians and Achaeans are referenced as the "fa mous " and "g reat " peoples ,
contrasting them with the enemy Dorians as gloried only in "so ng ." 35 Comments like these,
though co medic , were also supplied by the playwright Aristophanes . His play Acharnians is one
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Jordan , 8. "The Sic ilian Exped ition Was a Potemkin Fleet."The Classical Quarterly. 50. no. I (2000): 63-79.
http ://www. jstor.org /stablc / 1558935 (accessed April 5, 2013).
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Conache r, D. J. "The Paradox of Euripid es' Ion." Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological
Associa tion. 90. ( 1959): 20-39. http: // ww\\'.jstor.org /stablc /283693 (accessed April 5, 2013).
George, Walsh. "The Rhetoric of Birthright and Race in Euripides' Ion." Hermes. I 06 .2 ( 1978): 301-315. http ://
11'\\'w.js tor.org /stab le/4476063 (accessed April 5, 2013).
see also:
Mastronarde , Donald . "Iconography and Imagery in Euripides' "Ion "." California Studies in Classical Antiquity. 8.
( 1975) : 163-176. http: // www.j stor.org /stable /250 I 0688 (accessed April 5, 2013).
Wolff, Christian. "The Design and Myth in Euripides' Ion." Harvard Studies in Classical Philolo gy. 69. (1965): 169 194. http :// www.jstor.org /stable /3 I 0782 (accessed April 5, 2013).
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Co nnor , WR. "The Ionian Era of Athenian Civic ldentity ."Proceedings of the America n Philosophical Society.
137. no . 2 (1993): 194-206. http ://11·\,w.jstor.org /stab le/986729 (accessed April 5, 2013).
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WS Di Piero , Euripides' Ion, (New York: Oxford Univer sity Press, 1996) , 82-83.

such example, written during the war in 425 BCE. Aristophanes' ability to comment on the
political themes of his day and to also have his texts preserved for future reference is
unparalleled.

36

This play was not only laced with verbal critique of other races , but as English

explains in her work of 2007 , Aristophanes demeans them most through stage props and
costuming.
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Thus, due to the nature of difficulty in obtaining data for the selected time period , many
different analyses will be utilized to attribute either a fixed " low" or "high" cultural exchange to
the nations . While there are several that would perhaps be more effectively categorized as
"mo derate " cultural exchange, nation-states have been forced into one of two categories for ease
of dissemination of information . As the theory of Capitalist Peace finds itself most concerned
with High Exchanges , however , most nation-states finding themselves at a " moderate " exchange
rate will be forced to the " low" exchange category to best avert a type one research error. It must
also be noted that an exhausted list of conflicts will not be provided, as the intent of this research
is not to analyze every conflict, but instead to analyze the effectiveness of the Capitalist Peace
while noting possible contentions from the literature on the Democratic Peace. Therefore,
provide me with a justification for se lecting the cases that you did. It might be that they were
those that had the most data available supporting the chosen variables.
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Oct. 2012. <http ://www.j stor.org /stable /3 29 I 627> .
The academic debat e has been ongoing for many years about how much of a role Aristophanes actually playe d in
swaying the public opinion , but the overall tenor of the modem debate see ms to indicat e that Aristophanes did
not so much sway public opinion as he did attract viewership by reflecting public opinion comedically.
see also:
Heath , Malcom. "Political Comedy in Aristophanes." Hypomnemata. 87. (2007): 1-49. http://eprints .wh iterose.ac.uk/
3588 / 1/ Political Comedv in Aristop hanes .pdf(accessed April 8, 2013)
Zumbrunnen , John. "Elite Domination and the Clever Citizen: Aristophanes' "Archamians" and "Knight s"." Political
Theory. 32 . no. 5. (200 4) : 656-677. http ://www.j stor.org /stab le/4148119 (accessed April 8, 2013)
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English , Mary. "Reconstructing Aristophanic Perfomiance : Stage Properties in "Achamians" ." Classica l World.
I 00. no. 3 (2007): 199-227 . http://www. jstor.org /stab le/25434022 (accessed April 8, 2013).

Lingual Distinctions
Another major contribution to this difference between peoples was lingual separation and
or division (See Map 4). There has been quite a bit of research developed over the past few
years on connections between lingual separations and conflict, especially ethnic conflict. This
research seems to indicate that nation-states in close geographical proximity, with differing
lingual heritages , are more likely to enter conflict than those with similar lingual heritages.

38

In

the cases analyzed, while languages most often followed perceived cultural heritages , some were
slightly different. For example, Attic greek-which

is spoken almost exclusively in Athens or

the surrounding environs--was most similar to the more widely based Ionian dialect.
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These

lingual separations thus led to the many divisions . Some of those divisions include the Boeotian ,
Thessalian, Cyprian, Northwest Greek and Attic peoples .40 This use of dialects to differentiate
between peoples and ethnic origin was much more pronounced in ancient Greece than it is today.

It is for this reason it is utilized as an indicator of cultural relationships and cultural exchange in
this analysis.

41
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Smyth , Herbert Weir. "The Arcada-Cyprian Dialect."Transa ctions of the American Philological Association. 18.
( 1887): 59-133 158-159. http ://ww\\'. js1or.org/s1able/2935775 (accessed April 5, 2013) .
Some academics have even added yet more people s, cultures and dialects , but what seems to have been most
influential at the time was the perceived similaritie s and difference s in cultural and lingual heritage , whether
that perception was correct or not. See:
Holt N Parker , "The Linguistic Case for the Aiolian Migration Reconsidered ," Hesperia. The Journal of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 77, no. 3 (2008): 431-464 , http ://www.jstor.org /stab le/
40205757 (accessed April 5, 2013).
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Einar Haugen , "Dialect , Language , Nation ," American Anthropologist , 68 , no . 4 (1966): 922-935 , http ://
\\·1,w.jstor.or g/stable /670407 (accessed April 5, 2013).

NOTE: For the ease of the reader , all of lingual separations will be referred to with the use of Map 4

This lingual dispersion from the main perceived cultural outcroppings from ancient
ancestors engendered yet more division between groups of people which will also be analyzed.

42

The best way to describe this is in reference to Map 4 (which depicts lingual heritage). When
this map is compared to Map 1 (member of the Delian League vs. Peloponnesian League) the
similarities seem to indicate--as literature suggests--that nation-states within close geographical
proximity having differing lingual heritages are more likely to go to war against each other than
those with similar lingual heritages.

Religion
The selected time period lends itself well to the contrasting and comparing of several
religions and worship rites in the ancient Mediterranean.
syncretism

43

As it is before the period of

under the Hellenistic empires , the religious similarities and difference hold quite a

bit more meaning than they would otherwise.

Thus , many later writers understood religion to be

much more connected than the ancient Greeks under investigation would have. Therefore slight
differences in religious values would have been seen as a highly differentiating factor between
cultures . However , as Herodotus attempts to draw some similarities between the Egyptian
religious rites and those of the Greeks , the perceived similarities should not be seen to infer
correlation as was done by Herodotus.
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These religious differences not only affected rites of

worship , holidays , pan-hellenic games and festivals , and world-views , but also directly affected
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Angel , J Lawrence . "Social Biology of Greek Culture Growth." American Anthropolo gist. 48. no. 4 (1946):
493-533. http ://www.j stor.org/stable/66 3394 (accessed April 5, 2013) .
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Syncreti sm is the combining of different religions or beliefs , even wh en seemingly contrary to one another. One
of the most pronounced was the combination of A mun Ra and Zeus into Ammon Zeus during the Hellenistic
empires--created after the fall of Ale xander the Great 's empire .
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Herodotus , and ed . A.O . Godley , Histories, (Cambridge, MA : Harvard University Press , I 920)http ://
\\W\\ '.pcrscus.tuft s.cdu/hopp er/te\t ?doc= Perseu s:text: 1999.01 .0 I 26: boo k=?:chapter= 58 :section= I (acces sed
April 8, 2013) , 2.58-63.

the Athenian perceptions of other races and cultures , determining them as obsolete, inferior , or
even barbaric , or similar, on equal footing and with similar purpose. As such, religion often
caused creation and changes to state interests that would easily lead away from "co mmon
interstate interests" in the event of even minor religious differences .

Case Studies
Below follows an analysis , in a case by case format , of different settlements and polities
around the Mediterrean and Black Sea during the selected time-period of 445 to 400 BCE.
While the list is not exhaustive , it provides an analysis of two or three nations for which there is
a reasonable amount of literature preserved by first and second hand accounts. For an overview
of each category, please see Table I.

Economic Exchange , Cultura l Exchange and No Conflict : Rhodes , and Thessaly
Horne to one of the original seven wonders of the world , Rhodes was a famous port
island (See Map I, South-easternmost corner of the map) . lts convenient geography on the
shores of Anatolia in the Western Mediterranean allowed for a massive amounts of trade to pass
through its harbor . Because of their infertile soil as well as heavy investment in the welfare of
the Delian League and Athens , Rhodes found themselves highly concerned with maintaining
trade relationships with Pontus. 45 They also had become a major trading port for Egyptian grain
and other wares, much of which eventually found its way to Athens. 46 While the Rhodians were
technically Dorian , they also had many dealings with Athens in terms of drama , philosophy and
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Polybius , The Complete Histori es of Polybius. trans. WR. Paton , (Lawrence , KS: Digireads.com , 2009). hl!p ://
books.goo~le.com /book s? id=3Ojk VXk vu wC &print sec= frontco ve r&so urce =gbs ge summar v r&cad =0.
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Boeckh . Public Economy of the Athenians. trans . Anthony Lamb. (London : Samson, Low , Son and Company). p.
110. 1857. http ://book s.goog le.co m/book s? id=tN Y/\AA/\ Y/\/\.l&printsec = frontco ve r&so urce=gbs ge summarv r&cad =0#v=onepage&g = Rhode s&f= false .

rhetoric. 47 They were also a part of the Delian League and heavily vested in Hellenic trade
interests, a prospect that most formally aligned with Athenian foreign policy. 48 lt is for these
cultural connections and high volume of market exchanges with Athens, especially as well as
their military and naval alliance with Athens that Rhodes aligns best with the categories of high
economic and high cultural exchange. As there was no major conflict that occurred between the
two nations according to known historical sources , it is also classified as not having had a
military dispute with Athens.
Thessaly was the place of Greece's richest soil and largest fields. Distant from much of
the rest of Greece and neighbors to the somewhat reclusive Macedonians--at the time--Thessaly
was considered a sort of farming frontier in classical Greece (see Map I) . Only Thessaly was
able to support a population and grow enough grain with a margin for trade .49 As it was further
north than many of the other Grecian kingdoms , it did not become involved directly in the
Peloponnesian war. For this reason , it was neither an ally, nor an enemy to Athens and did not
engage in conflict. While it was not directly involved in the war , Thessaly was famous for its
exports of grain , as it was considered to be the most dense of all grains available in the
Mediterranean by the Athenians. Similarities in worship of Demeter as the grain goddess also

47

Rhod esg uide.com , "Rhodes Greece: Facts in brief and hisotry of Rhodes island." Last modified 2013. Accessed
April 23 , 2013. h1tp:// www .rhodesguid e .com /rhodc s/rhode s greec e about.php.
Eudemos of Rhode s is an example of one such philosopher:
Encyc/opcedia Britanni ca Online, s. v. "Eudemu s Of Rhode s," accessed April 23 , 2013 , hllp: // ww11·.britannica.com /
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Paul Halsall , Ancient History Source book: I I th Brillani ca: Delian League , (New York: Fordham University ,
I 999)http: // www.fordham .ed u/ha lsa ll/ancient /eb 11-dcli an leaguc.asp (accessed April 27, 2013).
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Semple , Ellen Churchill. "Geographic Factors in the Ancient Mediterranean Grain Trade." Annals of the
Association of American Geographers. 11. ( 1921 ): 58. h1tp://11ww.jstor.org /stable /2560853 (accessed March I ,
2013).

seem to indicate close ties through religious and other cultural affiliations.

° Conflict

5

did not

appear to occur in known sources between Thessaly and Athens during the selected time period .

Economic Exchange, No Cultural Exchange , No Conflict : Egypt and Fontus
Egypt (See Map 2) was known as the breadbasket of the Mediterranean in antiquity . As
such , it was from there that Athens sought to supply herself with much needed grain. Egypt and
Pontus , are cited as two of the most fruitful wheat producin g regions involved in the
Mediterran ea n trade. 51 In one specific instance in 445 BCE, it ha s been recorded that the King of
Egy pt had sent 40 ,000 medimni

52

of wheat to Athens. 53 Converted to metric tons , that would be

eq ual to nea rly 1650 tons of wheat. With an estimated requirem ent of 400 ship load s of grain per
year 54 to supp ort the population of around 500, 000 peo ple55 , and an average shipload of the
period consisting of around 125 tons 56, such a large amount of grain would have bee n a

soTheodo r Momm se n, A History of Rome. trans. William Purdie Dickson, (New York: Gu tenberg.org , I 906)http ://
\1·1\11.gutcnbcrg.org / filc s/l 0703 / 1070 3.txt (accessed Ap ril 24, 2013) , vo l 3. pg 66.
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Associalion of American Geographers. 11. ( 1921 ): 49 . http ://www. jstor.org /stable /2560853 (accessed March I ,
2013).
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2013) , 3 1-33.
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pericle s.htm I (accesse d April 27 , 2013) .
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Int erve ntion in the

significant contribution to the Athenian state for a single shipment.
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It has also been estimated

that around half of the grain trade was supplied to Athens from around the Black Sea as part of
the Euxine Pontus (See Map 2, the Greek Settlements around the Black Sea were part of the
Euxine Pontus and imported grain from the surrounding areas, e.g. Scythian , Armenian and
Sarmatian empires) later during the time of Demosthenes , and while this was not the same time
period , it can be inferred from Athens loss at the end of the Peloponnesian war due to blockades
on the Hellespont that a similar trade relationship existed during the selected time period.
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Such large contributions to their total grain stores made Pontus and Egypt integral to the
Athenian State . Unlike their own settlement of Thurii , the distant Syracuse, or neighboring
Megara , however , there is little record of cultural exchange existing between Pontus or Egypt
and the Athenian State. While there are records , namely Herodotus , that outline allegedly shared
religious ideals , there can be little doubt that this cultural exchange would not have exceeded a
" moderate " or middle amount of relative cultural exchange , and as per the methodology of thi s
paper such cases are thrust into the Low Cultural Exchange category. 59 During the period
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outlined, there is no known record of major conflict between the State of Athens and the States
and Empires of Euxine Pontus or Egypt. 60

No Cultural Exchange, No Economic Exchange, and No Conflict: Crete
Crete was an island of mystique and interesting history in Ancient and Classical Greece.
Located nearly 200 km south of Athens, it was one of the most displaced areas of Ancient Greece
(See Map I). The home of the now termed " Minoan" civilization (names after the infamous King
Minos) 1500 years before the time period analyzed in this class, Crete had a much different
history from the rest of Greece despite what may appear to be strong similarities on the surface .
An Athenian relationship with Crete appears for only a few short lines of text in Thucydides .61 It
was revered for its ancient Minoan civilization and considered Dorian (See Map 3). While it was
rich with resources strategically located in the center of the Eastern Mediterranean, Crete
historically appeared to be content living by themselves . With regard to this geographic autarky ,
there is little evidence suggesting that Crete engaged in strong cultural exchanges with Athens as
well. As the home of a much different form of worship during the Minoan civilization , Crete
had , during classical antiquity , been revered with a similar cultural distance.
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There have been

no recorded conflicts between the Cretans and Athens during this period, nor are there any
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As Egypt was a Persian satrapy , it could be conte sted that conflict existed between the Athenian State and Persia ,
however , it seem s clear that Egypt was treated (most noticeable by the installment of a king instead of the
typical governor) with a much greater amount of autonomy than the rest of the Persian satrapies and therefore is
considered in thi s methodology as its own distinct state.
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Thucydide s, tran s. Richard Crawl ey. The Peloponnesian War. New York: Free Pres s: A Divi sion of Simon &
Schuster , Inc ., 2008 , 2.85-86 .
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Sakoulas , Thoma s. Ancient-Gree ce.org , "History of Mino an Crete." Last modified 2013. Accessed April 27 , 20 I 3.
hllp ://,, ww.ancicnt- grccce.o rg/historv/m inoan.htm 1.

known records outlining high amounts of trade between Crete and Athens during the selected
period .63

No Economic Exchange, Cultural Exchange , and No Conflict: None Known for the Period
Due to the heavy dependence on trade for economic and agricultural reasons, Athens
seldom engaged in cultural exchange while not also engaging in economic exchange as known
by preserved sources. While trade embargoes resulted in this situation , they were generally not
maintained for long periods of time unless conflict transpired between those nations as was the
case with Corinth and Megara .

No Economic Exchange , Cultural Exchange, and Conflict: Corinth and Megara
One of the most significant pieces of this research is the relationship with Athens and her
former trading partners. Following incidents of conflict?? at Corcyra (An Island in the
Northwest Corner of Map I), the city-states of Corinth and Megara felt threatened by Athens . As
such, each of the Isthmus polities (See Map I , ca. 25 km West from Athens to Megara and
another 25 km to Co rinth) instituted a trade embargo on the Athenian State. 64 In Corinth, just
previous to the Peloponnesian war, MacDonald found in his research that exports of pottery had
dramatically declined , most likely as a part of the embargo between the two nations . This
change was very dramatic , for just a few decades earlier, in the 5th century BCE , Athenian
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One source did note , howev er, that Athens and Miletu s (allies at the time) were engaged in a trade and
manufacturing battle with Crete , but no evidence seems to indicate that large amounts of trade passed between
the two city-states.
Lily Pauls, and Jerry Hatt, Crete, (London: Cadogan Guides , 2003) , 45.
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Christopher Tupi in, "Thucydides 1.42.2 and the Megarian Decree ," The Classical Quar/erly , 29, no . 2 (1979) :
301-307 , http ://11'wll'.jstor.org/stable/638097 (accessed April 27, 2013) .

pottery had become the mainstay of funeral rights in some of the most prominent Corinthian
cemeteries.
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Some of the best historical records for the period of time analyzed in this article are
actually the corned ies of Aristophanes.

One such comedy was Acharnians, a play which jested at

the losses during the war, especially considering trade (produced in 425 BCE). In the play , a
Megarian and a Boeotian each attempt to sell their goods in Athens , but have their "e nemy
products " confiscated by a trade official. 66 There is some modern debate , however , over the
efficacy of the "Mega rian Decree " and Athen's power to actually intercept all trade, as well as a
debate about the political versus theocratic nature of the decree. 67 One of the more famous
chapters on the Megarian Decree is in G.E.M. Ste. de Croix's The Origins of the Pe/oponnesian

War, where Ste. Croix describes the intricate relationship between Athens and Megara , as well as
outlining the conflicts that had occurred during the length of time focused on in thi s pap er.68
While there is much debate considering its effectiveness , the origins of the polic y and the level of
its effect on Athenian and Megarian foreign policy towards each other, there can be no doubt that
the decre e and attempted embargoes played a major role in not only the precipitant conflict
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between Athens and Me ga ra, but also in the Peloponnesian war in general.
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Conflict existed

between Athens and Co rinth , Megara , and Boeotia at various intervals during the Peloponnesian
War.70

No Economic Exchange, No Cultural Exchange , and No Conflict: Sparta and Boeotia
Boeotia was known in ancient times as a breadbasket of grain. However , with a large
population in Thebes , Semple records that no known export of grain was made with Athens, and
while a thriving silk trade bega n und er the Helleni st ic age, there was little trade with Athens
during the suspect period (See Map I , 50 km Northwest of Athen s). 71 Unlike Athens , Thebes,
the main ce nter of the Boeotians , did not have a co nne cted port . Thus , as a mainl y land-bas ed
eco nom y, they were self-s usta ined with their own gra in and did not seek to exc han ge via trad e
with Athens or other city-states of the Ionian gulf. Only for a bri ef period of time were th ey
fo rce d to commence gra in trade with the rich- so il area of Thessaly becaus e the ir gra in fields had
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T his is a lso due to the trade emb argoes noted above in con·elation with its allies Megara and Cor inth .

been laid fallow during the peak of their later war with Sparta in 377 BCE. 72 This lack of need
for trade led to a contiguous rift between the Ath enians and the Boeotian , who perceived
themselves a separate and distinct Aeolian cu lture with their own distinct dialect from Athens .
Also , due to their " Medeizing " and surrender to the Persians during their seco nd invasion , they
were looked down upon by the Athenians for generations to come. Boeotia was heavily involved
in the Peloponnesian and other wars againstAthens.

73

For centuries, Sparta and Athens had bee n philosophical and political enemies. As a
ce nter of Dorian cultur e along with Boeotia , Sparta 's her itage and langua ge were slightl y
different from Athens (See Maps 3 & 4). How ever, Lycurgus' refo rms and the Spartan
Co nstitution had mad e Sparta a very di stinct milit ary culture , much differ ent from their poetic
and song based beg innin gs. 74 Sparta had beco me th e head of the Peloponn es ian League at least
one hundr ed years prior to the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war (See Map I, in South- Ce ntral
G reece) .75 Their separa tion from what they perceived as worldly things had cut them off from
the trade of the Medit erran ea n at the time. Co ntent to create a so ldier-center ed soc iety almost
free of trade , es pec ially with Athens, and to put dow n upri s ings from the helot slaves that till ed
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their land , the Spartan way of life was seriously different from that of Athens. The
Peloponnesian war was primarily waged between Athens and Sparta, thus conflict.

Economic Exchange, No Cultural Exchange, and Conflict: None in this Period
While there are several instances of economic exchange with no cultural exchange
yielding conflict just fifty years previous to the investigation of this paper--such as with Eion
(founded by settlers of Paras and conquered by the Persians , see Map I) in the Northeasternmost part of Greece, as well as with several Persian Satrapies in Anatolia (See Map 2),
there were none during the period analyzed for this research that could be found. 76 One likely
reason for this was not that trading prohibited Athens from engaging in conflict , but rather that
Athens was far too busy fighting the Peloponnesian League to engage in conflict anywhere else.
One other possibility , however , may have been Melos , however , due to the lack of records , it is
unknown if Athens engaged in trade with the Melians or not (See Map I ). 77

Economic Exchange , Cultural Exchange, and Conflict: Syracuse, Samas and Thurii
Syracuse is perhap s the most famous city of Ancient Sicily; located on the Southeast
corner of the island , it held an idea! geographic position as the link betwe en the Western and
Eastern Mediterranean (Map 2). Famous for its beautiful shores now , and the beauty of Mt. Etna
rising in the distance , it was most famous for its grain and timber in Classical Greece. 78
Although Doric in heritag e (as a colony of Syracuse , see Map 3), Syracuse's interactions with
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Athens led to the development of a Democracy .79 As mentioned previously , it was the place of
death for the first of the three great tragedians , Aeschylus , and was scene for several of his
known plays. A grain trade had existed between Athens and Syracuse had existed for some time ,
and likely was the precipitator of other forms of trade , economically and culturally, between the
two polities. ln fact , the King of Syracuse--before they had become a Democracy--is recorded as
having sent massive grain supplies after the failed expedition to free Egypt from Persian control
had led to great losses for the Athenians and tightened grain controls by the Persians . 80 Even for
all of this , however , the Ath enian desire to conquer the city of Syracuse could not be abated , and
so, in 415 BCE , during the treaty and peace of Nicias , the Athenians launched the largest
inva sion of the Peloponn esian War. Two years later, having lost around 69 ,000 men , Athens
ushered in her slow death for the Peloponnesian War. 8 1
Samos was an island ally of Athens and stronghold in the Eastern Aegean (See Map I).
Its heritage wa s slightl y different than Athen s, as it had an Aristocratic form of government , yet
carried far more similarities than differences with the Athenian state. With a native Ionic dialect
(see Map 4) and considered of the same Ionic heritag e as Athens (See map 3), there can be little
doubt that Athens and Samos were closely connected . There was a strong trade relationship , as
many of the goods from Egypt and Euxine Pontus lands were shipped through many of the
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islands of the Eastern Mediterranean like Samos .82 As one of the wealthiest and strongest
polities of the Eastern Mediterranean , Samos was give n spec ial consideration under the Delian
League. 83 That was until it waged war with the Democratic a lly of Athens and fellow member of
the Delian League , Miletus . At hens joined Miletus' side and sub dued the Samians, reneging on
their prior preferential agreement with Samos to be able to supply sh ips instead of gold /silver .
The Athe nian s in their victory over the Samians reclassified the island of Samos as a tributary in
their Empire instead of an ally. 84
Southern Greece was a hotbed for settling amongst the Ancient Greeks. While it was
predominantly settled by Dorians and other members of the Peloponnesian League , one famous
settl ement was settled by the Athenians , Thurii (See Map 2, Thurii was in direct vicinity with
Taras , a Spartan colony with whom they had waged war). Thurii 's fascinating heritage and
neutralit y during the mo st part of the Peloponnesian war give it an interesting flare that has
sparked the interest of classical scholars for year s. In fact , in Donald Kagan 's famous work on
the outbreak of the Peloponne sian war , he has an entire chapter dedicated to the founding of
Thurii by the At henians and its quest for independence.

Initially , Kagan records that it was

purposed to gain an Athenian foothold in the Western Mediterranean, but as the city grew and fed
the Athenians with grain , they gained more leverage . It was at this point , however , that they
began to wage war with a nearby Spartan co lony , Taras , and lost. The Athenian state at this time ,
Semple, Ellen Churchill. "Geographic Factors in the Ancient Mediterranean Grain Trade." Annal s of the
Assoc iation of American Geographers. 11. ( 1921): 60. hltp://www.jstor.org/stable/2560851 (accessed March I,
20 13).
Eyland, Peter. "Samas and Athens." Last modified June 18, 2004. Accessed May 3, 2013. http://\l'\l'\l'.insula.com.au/
ahrcl/samosandathens.htm I.
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interestingly , did not intervene. Instead, in 434 /3 BCE factional strife broke out in Thurii
resulting in the Thuriians declaring themselves as a " panhellenic" colony free from any specific
ties of heritage to either the Peloponnesian or Athenian heritage of its inhabitants. The people of
this colony were thus tied to their Athenian state and continued to trade with her, until suddenly,
in a revolt, the Athenian-like government was overthrown and Thurii joined the Peloponnesian
league , supplying ships and men in frontal assault on the Athenians.
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Conclusion
After an analysis of classical Greek trade and cultural relationships between Athens and
its surrounding city states , it is evident that the Capitalist Peace theory does not explain the
existence or absence of interstate conflict. With breakdowns in peace between Syracuse, Samos
and Thurii , despite frequent exchanges of physical and intellectual property , it would seem that
interdependence

in trade with "common state goals" does not preclude conflict between nation-

states. However , the cases of Megara and Corinth seem to indicate that a breakdown in trade may
precipitate conflict , while cultural differences and geographical distance , like those of the Euxine
Pontu s and Egypt seem to indicate a prevention of conflict. Further research is needed to
provide an understanding for Metos and possible trade ties with Athens. This because if trade is
found in the historical record or archaeological digs , Melos would be yet another example of an
infringement on the Capitalist Peace theory during the selected period . There have also been
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records of preferential trade between Syracuse and Sparta twelve years previous to the massive
Athenian Expedition that require further investigation. This in large part because this
preferential trading agreement may have provided Athens with less grain than expected , and as
explained by Polachek , could have been the precipitator of conflict. It may also lead to a better
understanding of the amount of trade that existed between Syracuse and each of her trading
partners, helping explain the depth of interdependence had with Athens.
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Due to the lack of data and length of time between now and 400 BCE , it is difficult to
create a new theory , with certainty , to depict the possible disturbances in peace between these
nations. This length of time should not , however , be seen as a reason to ignore this research .
The opportunity to see the rise and fall of the Athenian democracy, their utilization of an empire
through exploiting the Delian League , as well the specific conflicts that were initiated by Athens
in the case of Syracuse and Samas , and by the other states with Sparta , Boeotia , and Thurii seem
to indicate that relationships with former colonies , rival hegemonic powers and cultural
disparities play varying roles in the precipitation of conflict. While unrelated to other studies of
prior conflict, rivalry between hegemonic powers (i.e. Sparta and Athens , and in later wars
Thebes) seems to be a clear precipitant of conflict , while colonies like Thurii would seem to be
unlikely opponents for their mother state , yet here entered into direct confrontation with one
another .
With respect to the wisdom time can bring, it is recommended that further research be
performed for Ancient China and her polities before the Han Dynasty, Kingdoms of the Middle
Thuc ydides , trans. Richard Crawl ey. The Pe!oponnesian War. New York: Free Press: A Division of Simon &
Schuster , Inc ., 2008 , 3.86.
Polachek , Solomon W. "Current Research and Future Directions in Peace Economics: Trade Gone Awry."Peace
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$002 fpep s.20 I I. I 6. issuc-2 $002 fpcps.20 I I .16.2. I I 98$002fpep s.?0 I 1.16.2.1198 .xml (acce ssed February 18,
2013).
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Ages in Europe , and post-colonial African settlements. Each can be used to measure the role of
cultural ties in peace-building with respect to similar small scale polities. Research on those
areas will also provide analysis free of concern for the Democratic Peace, thus strengthening or
weakening the Capitalist Peace theory on its own. As to the Democratic Peace, it is
recommended that research be performed on the South Ossetian conflict of 2008 between the
both democratic states of Russia and Georgia. Because of Athens' role in the Delian League and
the specific conflicts waged against Samos, Megara and Thurii, it is also recommended that
further research into intrastate conflict, between similar and disparate cultures, such as the
Yugoslavian wars of the 1990s , the Chinese civil war of the 1930s , and conflict and uprising in
Uganda and Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo , be performed relating to intrastate trade.
While trade may have played a role in the maintaining of peace between Athens and
Euxine Pontus, Egypt , Megara & Corinth (before embargoes) , Rhodes , and Thessaly , it was not
sufficient to prevent conflict from precipitating between Athens and Thurii , Samos , Syracuse ,
and possibly even Melos . Such a failing between Athens and three other states should be
considered enough evidence , considering the scope of those conflicts and the varying
relationships (Thurii as a former settlement , Samos as an ally and Syracuse as long time
interdependent trading partner) , to discredit the Capitalist Peace theory in Ancient Greece. While
the development of institutions was not at a modern level , the level of trade interdependence

in

Ancient Greece is very similar to the scope of globalization among large nation-states
worldwide today. Such a parallel , though widely different in many ways, should not be ignored.
Further research is recommended to explore the role of ethnic heritage and conflict and its role in
maintaining peace through Capitalist trade engagements and preserving Democratic peace .

Map 1: Factions in the Aegean on the Eve of the Peloponnesian War, 431 BCE
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Map 2: Settlements and Empires of the Mediterranean,

ca. 400 BCE
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Table 1

Economic Exchange
Cultural Exchange

No Cultural
Exchange

Red shading indicates conflict

No Economic
Exchange

